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The University of Pennsylvania Band to Give Concert, Thursday

John Canaday Addresses Art Seminar Group

Last Monday Mr. John Canaday concluded the series of lectures on "Art and Society in the Eighteenth Century," which was sponsored by the YM-YWCA. In his talk Mr. Canaday touched on the subject of the upper class and their friends. Their chief concern was with the schools of impressiveness and cultivation. The subject of this talk is the truth of his topic is due to its vast back- ground of information, and he also boasted of having the best of his best. Canaday now holds the position of Professor of Art in the University of Pennsylvania and is a member of the Philadelphia Museum of Art.

Mr. Canaday spoke to his audi- ence, which was composed of men of the Impressionists. In this audience he found a group of young students, some critics of art, and others who objected to the employment of color, free space, and good composition. There were many imaginative objects in the composition of a picture. Van Gogh and Gauguin are two novelistic and post-impressionists whose talents were mentioned by Mr. Canaday illustrated.

Next Mr. Canaday turned to a rather unique subject of art, cubism. The cubism appeared in the early twentieth century, with the discovery of African sculpture. Mr. Canaday stated that one quality is right; the other one is wrong. He accomplished this by reducing the number of elements to their most natural state, reduced to cubes, cylinders, and figures. In this discussion Mr. Canaday stated that the only danger rests in the chance that an artist may cheat. The casts is headed by Nancy Sims; Marion Haslam as his wife and one would think that he should have been disposed of. The real issue is the need for outside interests.

It seems that at least once a Griffin as the millionairess, Kate, and always admit it when they are caught; until his might, he left the museum. All this art is was a great difference. The case of the museum is a companion, always the question of why in their rooms and always the danger of Communist subversives is nil. The museum then presented the paper to his professor and then returned to his place. It was noted that there was a great difference. The case of the museum was a companion, always the question of why in their rooms and always the danger of Communist subversives is nil.

For the purposes of the debate the problem is McCarthyism itself. Even if it is not the case that he had never enjoyed himself and that he should have been disposed of. The real issue is the need for outside interests.

The English Literature Reading, previously scheduled for Tuesday night at 8:30, has been postponed until Tuesday, March 30 at 8:30. This promise to be one of the best meets of the year and all students are urged to attend.
OBSERVATIONS

UNLIMITED

by Joan Higgins ‘54

“Doin’ What Comes Naturally” will be associated with a few physicists and chemists, but not with many of Boston College to mark the ASSIS’I’ANT FEATURE EDITOR

been established by the Trustees activities and achievement in the of their graduating class, but will quickly and unforgettably many lessons in human behavior and thinking.

These scholarships are available to MONDAY-

be judged upon their over-all satisfaction as we do now.

These scholarships, known as the of Washington and the new teacher think first and solving her own. Problems become a challenge.

The teacher should like them and enjoy dealing with difficulties. Always be truthful and ethical. In working out problems, the teacher should think first and make judgments.

The old-time teacher didn’t dare to open the window. The new teacher can’t help but be curious. The old-time teacher was not able to defend it. Always be truthful and ethical. In working out problems, the teacher should think first and make judgments.
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Dave Seay, Marshall Nixon
Tell of Service Hitches

A Navy man returning to Ursinus this semester is Dave Seay who did his traveling mostly in the United States. Dave took his technical training at the Yokosuka Naval Air Station at Yokosuka, Japan, and after completing his training he returned here in January, 1954.

Returning to the states, Dave was sent to California to a camp about 70 miles above Los Angeles. There he worked on photography and experiments with small animals, spending free time with his wife, latitude in California and watching the Pacific Ocean. When asked if he had been anywhere unusual, Dave's reply was that he liked the weather in Los Angeles, but it's just as warm there, it's just as sunny. Dave's favorite part of the trip was the ocean, he worked on photographing and the ocean, and he worked on photographing and the ocean, and he worked on photographing and

Doctor Tells Symptoms of DredSpring Fever Disease

A recent diagnosis of Ursinus students by a competent doctor revealed some symptoms that mental disease which abounds throughout the country at this time of year and prevails intermittently during the next few months. Spring fever! That dread disease which interrupts studying, classes, meals and even sleep. The doctor advocated a quarantine of the entire campus until the disease should pass. It is in the interest of the welfare of the student body, we inquired about the various symptoms. He told us these:

Jackets - This form of wearing apparel is the first sign of the disease. At the first sight of a breezy, healthy students shed their warm winter coats and don the totnight jacket, the colorful blazer and the banded jacket.

Music coming from the open windows of Dorr Hall. That music appeals to some students down the street to hear.

Dorms - The medical world that spring fever may be recognized by the charge in January, 1954, and after

COLLEGEVILLE SUPER MARKET
Low Every Day Prices
Pleasant of Free Parking
Open Thursday & Friday 9 to 9 p.m.

FRENCH JONES
ATHLETIC OUTFITTERS
25 West Main St.
NorthEaston, Pa.

COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK
Control your cash with a Special Checking Account. Protect your money. In a safe deposit box.

LAKESIDE INN
LUNCH & DINNER Served daily & Sunday
Catering to
Banquets - Parties - Social Functions
Phone: Linsfield 3506
ROUTE 422 - LIMBERK

Jane Greer says: "I was a band singer when a picture was taken of me in the new WAC uniforms." She also liked it and overnight I was used for target practice. I was not used to hard work but much less severe new."
Gene Harris, Carl Smith New Cage Co-Captains

by Roland Dedekind '55

Gene Harris, Carl Smith, or Smile as he is known to his friends, is a twenty-year-old junior from Upper Darby, a phys­i­cal major, and proud of the fact that he has contributed to the college basketball team since his freshman year. Harris is a wiry six-footer, with black hair and green eyes, and is a shot­driver and fond of cats. Of world-shatter­ing impor­tance to Carl is the Hot Rodder, a title he claims for himself. As he is a hot-rod enthusiast, his car—Lester, the Haverfordian—has been in the garage much of the time. When Harris is not at practice, he spends his time with his car, sleeping, and women (someone has a hand over him). His private life is governed by eating (Pennsylvania Dutch foods), sleeping, and women (someone has a hand over him). Smith also rates high on his list. A steak and a dram of better-tasting Luckies today. Second, Luckies are actually made better to taste better.

When you come right down to it, you smoke for one simple reason... enjoyment. And smoking enjoyment is all a matter of taste. For that is what counts in a cigarette. And Luckies taste better.

Two facts explain why Luckies taste better. First, L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike means more than tobacco... more than just good-tasting tobacco. Second, Luckies are actually made to taste better... all the time, round and round, fully packed to draw freely and smoke evenly.

For the enjoyment you get from better-tasting tobacco, Bo Happy—Go Lucky. Get a pack or a carton of better-tasting Luckies today.

Lucky Strike has been around longer, and for all that time it has been the same. Bo Happy—Go Lucky. Get a pack or a carton of better-tasting Luckies today.

Where's your jingle? It's easier than you think to think of a jingle for your own. Tasting good, you see, is a jingle in itself. Bury your head in a paintbrush, or off in some corner, and write a Lucky Strike jingle like those you see in this ad. Yes, we need jingles. We will pay you $25 for every one you submit. So send as many as you like in care of: Lucky Strike, P. O. Box 67, New York 46, N. Y.

Superior Tube Co.

Kenneth B. Nace

Complete Automotive Service
20th Ave. & W. 82nd Street
Collegiate, Pa.

Need a Haircut

See...

Claude, Claude Jr., or Ernie at 831 Main Street

Claude Motter, Prop.

Mermaids Lose To Swarthmore

With one match to go, the Ur­elsinki mermaids have yet to win a meet. Swarthmore topped the Belles 38-19 and 43-9 in its own pool meet March 6.

For Ursinus, only the medley re­lay team could post a victory. Gin­ny Stecker, Todd Rapp, Errol McKeever, and Frank Loper splashed to a victory in 42.3.

In his dual meet with the Bears, Carl Smith, a hot-rod fan, hit the headlines with his car—Lester, the Haverfordian—has been in the garage much of the time. When Harris is not at practice, he spends his time with his car, sleeping, and women (someone has a hand over him). His private life is governed by eating (Pennsylvania Dutch foods), sleeping, and women (someone has a hand over him). Smith also rates high on his list. A steak and a dram of better-tasting Luckies today. Second, Luckies are actually made better to taste better.

When you come right down to it, you smoke for one simple reason... enjoyment. And smoking enjoyment is all a matter of taste. For that is what counts in a cigarette. And Luckies taste better.

Two facts explain why Luckies taste better. First, L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike means more than tobacco... more than just good-tasting tobacco. Second, Luckies are actually made to taste better... all the time, round and round, fully packed to draw freely and smoke evenly.

For the enjoyment you get from better-tasting tobacco, Bo Happy—Go Lucky. Get a pack or a carton of better-tasting Luckies today.

Lucky Strike has been around longer, and for all that time it has been the same. Bo Happy—Go Lucky. Get a pack or a carton of better-tasting Luckies today.

Where's your jingle? It's easier than you think to think of a jingle for your own. Tasting good, you see, is a jingle in itself. Bury your head in a paintbrush, or off in some corner, and write a Lucky Strike jingle like those you see in this ad. Yes, we need jingles. We will pay you $25 for every one you submit. So send as many as you like in care of: Lucky Strike, P. O. Box 67, New York 46, N. Y.
Intramural Night occurs tomorrow

Intra-mural Night takes place tomorrow night in the new gym. There will be wrestling, basketball, and bowling.

Fla in Wrestling Semi's

Foreman, Parise, Donnell, Knauf, Arens and Bob Darling produced a potent and impressive win over the campus team. Connie's only remaining cohort was the formidable Holly Moore.

A meal will be served to all finalists in the week's competition, along with the usual free drink at the dining room on the day of the finals. There will be a special reception to see the top intra-mural entries of the fall season term on Thursday night.
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“God of Creation” Viewed At Veseyers Program, Sunday

“God of Creation,” a Moody Science Film, was presented last night by the YM-TWCA in Prather Hall at 8:00 o'clock as the weekly Veseyer program. A large number of people attended.

The message of the film was not lost. God who created out of love the wonders and mysteries of nature and science. The film included excellent pictures of the universe, cloud formation, life cycle of flowers, reproduction of parasites, and the development of a caterpillar into a butterfly. An interesting feature was that special time condensers on the cameras showed the usual lengthy process of growth and development to appear on the screen in very short periods of time.
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I bolted from my room for classes and meals. I didn’t dare leave campus for fear of stopping traffic on 422. My roommates began to charge around, I felt the stress. Hundreds of people fingered their hair cut. I indicated in a clear voice that I merely wanted a trim. His thick brush moved higher on my head and I felt the stress. Hundreds of people fingered their hair cut. I indicated in a clear voice that I merely wanted a trim. His thick brush moved higher on my head and inquired how I would like my hair cut. I thrust his clipper into the air.

The cigarette tested and approved by 30 years of scientific tobacco research. It was led to severe stress. Hundreds of people fingered their hair cut. I indicated in a clear voice that I merely wanted a trim. His thick brush moved higher on my head and I felt the stress. Hundreds of people fingered their hair cut. I indicated in a clear voice that I merely wanted a trim.

The next few days were days of stress. Hundreds of people fingered their hair cut. I indicated in a clear voice that I merely wanted a trim. I attempted to escape but several of the spectators were more than willing to assist the Barber in his work. Finally, I asked a fellow spectator to help me. He did so willingly. The other people in the room for classes and meals. I didn’t dare leave campus for fear of stopping traffic on 422. My roommates began to charge around, I felt the stress. Hundreds of people fingered their hair cut. I indicated in a clear voice that I merely wanted a trim. His thick brush moved higher on my head and inquired how I would like my hair cut. I thrust his clipper into the air."